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Consider the smooth control system 
m 
~=X0(x)+ Y, u,Xi(x) (C) 
i=1 
on a manifold M with admissible controls u s ~' = {u: ~ ~ U, locally integrable} 
and compact control space U c  N". Associated with (C) is a dynamical system 
~b: R x ~ x M---, q /x  M, O(t,u,x)=(O,u, co(t,x,u)) (D) 
where 0t is the shift by t e a  to the right on q/, and CO(t, x, u) is the solution of 
(C) at time t~ ~ with initial condition c0(0, x, u ) = x ,  under the control action 
of u eq/ .  We discuss some connections between control properties of (C) and 
basic notions for dynamical systems, such as topological mixing, chain 
recurrence, recurrence, invariant (ergodic) measures, and their support. It turns 
out that these concepts for (D) are related to the control sets and chain control 
sets of (C): A set D c M is a control set of (C) iff the lift @ = cl{(u, x) e q / x  M, 
cO(t, x, u) e D for all t E ~ } to q /x  M is a maximal topologically mixing (trans- 
itive) component of ~b, similarly for the lifts of chain control sets and the com- 
ponents of the chain recurrent set of ~. Furthermore, if/~ is an ergodic, invariant 
measure of ~b, then z~t(supp # ) c  D for some control set D ~ Mr, and the points 
x e M  that are contained in control sets, are the projections onto M of 
0-recurrent points. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  
Control systems are projections of certain dynamical systems: Let q /denote  
the space of admissible control functions and 0t the usual shift to the right 
by t 6 8. Consider the dynamical system 
~b: ~ x q /x  M--* ~//x M, (~(t,u,x)=(Otu, cp(t,x,u)) (1.1) 
where ~(t, x, u) is the solution of the control equation 
2(t) = Xo(x(t)) + ~, ui(t ) Xi(x(t)) (12) 
i = 1  
at time t ~ ~ under the control u 6 q/, with initial value ~o(0, x, u) = x 6 M, 
a smooth manifold M. 
If ~b(., u, x) = {(O,u, cp(t, x, u)), t~ ~} denotes an orbit of (1.1), then 
the orbits of the control system (1.2) are given by 
(9(x) = {y ~ M, there exists u ~ q /and  t ~ ~ with c#(t, x, u) = y} 
=u~, ~M(~(', u, x)) 
where ~M: q / x M - - , M  is the projection onto the second component. 
Likewise reachable and controllable sets of (1.2) are defined as projections 
of the positive orbits ~b(t >t 0, u, x), and the negative orbits ~b(t ~< 0, u, x) 
respectively. Therefore certain concepts and properties of the dynamical 
system (1.1) can be interpreted in terms of the control system (1.2). Vice 
versa, if D ~ M  is a control set of (1.2), i.e., a set where approximate 
controllability holds (cf. Definition 3.1 below), then D can be lifted to 
q / x M  as 
= cl{(u, x) 6 ~ x M, cp(t, x, u) 6 int D for all t 6 ~} 
and ~ can be characterized in terms of the theory of dynamical systems. 
This applies in particular in the trivial case, where (1.2) is completely 
controllable on M. 
In this paper we are interested in the transfer mechanism between the 
dynamical system (1.1) and the control system (1.2) with respect to con- 
cepts that are related to recurrence, such as topological mixing, existence 
and support of invariant measures, chain recurrence, and recurrence. As a 
by-product we will show that control systems are chaotic [-in the sense of 
Devaney (13)] on their control sets. The results obtained here have various 
implications for dynamical and control systems: In Ref. 7 we apply them to 
the theory of linear control semigroups on the projective spaces pd-1,  
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d~> 2; in that paper we also describe the relation of linear flows on vector 
bundles to (linearized) control systems. In Ref. 8 the relation between con- 
trollability and limit sets of trajectories as time tends to infinity is studied. 
The first step in analyzing the dynamical system (1.1) is the definition 
of an appropriate topology on 0g, the space of control functions. We will 
use the weak*-topology on ~//~ L ~, because it implies the uniform con- 
vergence on compact time intervals of the corresponding trajectories of 
(1.2), and therefore it seems appropriate for the flow ~b on q / x M .  Kaul 
(16) associated with a generalized control system [in the sense of Roxin 
(22)] a semidynamical system re: (g x ~+ _~cg, where cg is the trajectory 
space of a generalized control system. He showed that ~ is continuous, 
when ~ is equipped with the compact open topology. 
Section 2 of this paper is devoted to the analysis of the system (q/, 0): 
We show that the periodic points are dense in 0g, 0 is continuous, is 
topologically mixing and transitive, and has sensitive dependence on initial 
conditions, i.e., (q/, 0) is chaotic in the sense of Devaney (13). In Section 3 
it is proved that (~  x M, ~b) enjoys the same properties, when restricted to 
the lifted control sets N, and a characterization of the maximal topologi- 
cally mixing components in terms of control sets of (1.2) is given. 
Section 5 analyzes the invariant measures of ~b, their ergodic decom- 
position and the supports, again with respect to control sets of (1.2). In 
Section 4 recurrence and chain recurrence of (1.1) are discussed: While the 
components of the chain recurrent set are reflected in so-called chain con- 
trol sets of (1.2) on M, the situation turns out to be different for recurrent 
points, because the shift (q/, 0) is not recurrent. 
Hence we obtain the following global picture: Some properties of 
(q/xM,~b) are characterized already through the control theoretic 
behavior of (1.2) on M, e.g., topological mixing is determined via control 
sets, chain recurrence via chain control sets. Other concepts for (1.1), such 
as invariant measures and their supports, or recurrence, are described in 
the M-components through control theoretic concepts, i.e., control sets, but 
now the q/-component contains additional information. References 8 and 9 
contain further results in these directions. 
2. THE SHIFT SPACE (~/, 0) 
Let U c  ~m, m ~> 1, be compact and convex, and denote 
= {u: ~ -~ U, u locally integrable} 
Define by 0 t the shift to the right by t s ~, i.e., 
O: ~ x q/--, q/, O(t,u(.))=u(. +t) 
For O(t,-): q/--, og we will often use the notation Or. 
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We will first analyze the set 0g, equipped with the weak*-topology. 
Note that ~//c L~(~ ,  ~m). 
2.1. Lemma. The set ~ll is compact and metrizable in the weak*- 
topology of L~(~,  ~m)= (LI(~, ~m))., a metric is given by 
1 I~.(u(t)-  v(t), x . ( t ) )  dt[ 
d(u' u)= n=l ~ 2~1-7- ~ }-j -- ~-t Y, 7"~(t)~7/tl 
(2.1) 
where {x,, n ~ [~ } is a countable, dense subset of Ll(E, Era). With this metric 
all is a compact, complete, separable metric spaee. (Here ( . ,   9 ) denotes an 
inner product in Era.) 
Proof. The dual space of LI(~, ~m) is L~(~ ,  ~m) (see, e.g., Ref. 5, 
Theorem4.5.1, and recall that the Lebesgue measure on E is a-finite). 
Furthermore, LI(E, Em) is separable (see, e.g., Ref. 5, Proposition 3.4.5, 
and recall that the a-algebra of Borel sets in E is countably generated). 
Now the dual space of a separable Banach space has a compact, metrizable 
unit ball in the weak *-topology, and a metric is given by (2.1) (see, e.g., 
Ref. 14, Theorem V.5.1). By Alaoglu's theorem q/ is weak* compact, 
hence a compact metric space. Thus ~' is complete (see, e.g., Ref. 15, 
Theorem4.3.28) and also separable (see, e.g., Ref. 15; Theorem4.3.5 and 
4.3.27).  9 
F r o m  now on we will consider q / a s  a metric space with metric given 
by (2.1). 
2.2. Lemma. The periodic functions are dense in ql. 
Proof. Pick u ~ e q / and  let W be a neighborhood of u ~ Then (cf., e.g., 
Ref. 23, p. 31) there are 5 > 0  and x,,..., xkeLl(N,  R m) with 
uEL~(N, Era); u(t)E Ua.e. and ] 
dt l ' c  W (u~  < e f o r j =  1 ..... k 
Since x jsLl (N,  Nm), there is T > 0  such that for j =  1,..., k 
f 1 Ixj(t)l dt < e, - -  
a\E- T, rl diam U 
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where diam U:=sup{lul-uzi, ul, u2~ U} < ~ .  Define up(t)=u~ for 
t s E - T, T], and extend Up 2T-periodically to ~. Then up e q / a n d  
< u ~  dt = T, T1 < u ~  dt 
~<diam U f Ixj(t)[ dt 
\ [ - -  T,T] 
<g [] 
2.3. Remark. Note that u ~ ag is a periodic function iff u is a periodic 
point of (ag, 0). Hence Lemma 2.2 says that the periodic points are dense 
in (ag, 0). 
We now turn to the analysis of the shift space (0g, 0). 
2.4. Lemma. The shift 0 defines a continuous dynamical system on ql. 
Proof. Obviously 0 , + s = 0 ,  o0 s and O(O,u)=u. It remains to prove 
continuity of 0: Let t,, --+ t in ~, u, --+ u in ~#. Then for all xeL~(R, ~m) 
~U (un(t~+ z),x(z) ) dz-  f~ (u(t+ z),x(z) ) dz 
<~ f~ (u.(t~+~)--un(t+*), X(~)> d~ 
+ ~.~ (u.(t+z)-u(t+~), x(~)> d~ 
~ (u.(r), x(z-  t.) ) dr-  f.  (u~(z), x(z- t )  ) dz 
+ f~ (u.(~)-u(~), x(~-t)) dz 
The second summand converges to zero because u, -~ u in ~', the first one 
can be estimated by 
~< sup [w[ f ]x(z- t , ) -x(z- t )[  dr 
w ~ U  
which converges to zero as t , ~ t  (see, e.g., Ref. 21). Hence O(t,, u , ) =  
u,(t,+ .)~u(t+ .) in q/. [] 
In order to describe the properties of the system (~', 0), we recall some 
definitions from topological dynamics (cf., e.g., Ref. 19). 
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2.5. Definition. Let (S, ~) be a continuous time dynamical system on 
a compact metric space S. The limit set co(x) of x e S is defined as 
co(x)= {yeS,  there exists t k ~  oo in R with O(tk, x ) ~  y} 
(S, ~) is called topologically transitive, if there exists some x e S such that 
co(x) = S, and topologically mixing, if for any two open sets V~, V2 c S, 
there exist To e R, T~ > 0 such that for all n e N, 
~ ( - n T l +  To, V1)~  V 2 7 a ~  
Note that co(x) is closed, compact, and invariant. 
2.6. Proposition. The dynamical system (~ O) is topologically mixing 
and transitive. 
Proof. We will show that 0 is topologically mixing. Transitivity then 
follows in complete analogy to Ref. 19, Proposition 1.11.4 and its proof. 
It suffices to consider a basis of the weak*-topology on q/. Hence we 
may assume that V1 and V2 are given by 
V j={vEq / ,  f~(uj(z) -v(z) ,yo(z))dz  <e,  i =  l,..., kj} 
where uj~ q/, e > 0 ,  kjE N, and yg~L~(R, ~m)for i =  1 ..... kj, j= 1, 2. There 
exists T >  0 such that for all i, j 
IR\E--T, rl lyo(v)l d v  < ~  . - -  diam U 
Let t > 2T be arbitrary and define 
v(~) = ~ul(+) 
~u2(z + t) 
+~(-T, oo) 
z ~ ( - ~ ,  -T]  
Then v e V1, because for i = 1 ..... k 1 
i~ ( u l ( z ) - v ( z ) ,  y i l (z) )  dz ~< I_ - r  I ( u t ( z ) - v ( z ) ,  yi~(z))l d~ 
--T 
~<diam U I [y~l(Z)] dz 
o o  
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On the other hand, we have that 0( - t, v) e V2, because for i = 1 ..... k2 
If a (u2(~)-v(~- t  ), y~2(~)) d~ = f~ (u2(z +t)-v(~), y~2(z +t))  d~ 
= f~-r (u2(r+t)-ul(z) 'Yi2(t+z))dr 
= I~ (u2(r)- u1(r- t), yi2(r) ) d~ 
~ d i a m  U . f r  [yi2(z)[ dr (since t -  T~> T) 
Because t > 2T was arbitrary, this proves the claim. [] 
2.7. Remark. We have shown that the dynamical system (0g, 0) is 
topologically mixing and has a dense set of periodic points. Banks et al. (3) 
prove that these two properties imply sensitive dependence on initial condi- 
tions, i.e., there exists 6 > 0 such that for all u e q / a n d  each neighborhood 
N of U, there are v~N and t > 0  with d(Otu, O,v)>~& In fact, the proof 
given there for discrete time systems applies with the obvious modifications 
to the continuous time case, if one assumes that there are two different 
periodic orbits. For the shift on q/ this can be guaranteed if U contains 
more that one point. 
Thus, in this case, the shift space is chaotic in the sense of Devaney 
(13), Definition 8.5. 
3. THE DYNAMICAL SYSTEM ( ~  • M, 4) 
The following class of nonlinear control systems will be considered: 
~(t) = Xo(X(t)) + ~ ui(t) X,(x(t)) (3.1) 
i = i  
on a paracompact, Riemannian C ~ manifold M (of dimension d <  oe), 
where Xo,..., Xr, are C OO vector fields on M, 
u =  (ui, i =  1,..., m ) e q / =  {u: ~ ~ Ulocally integrable } 
and U ~  ~m is compact and convex and contains at least two points. We 
assume that for all ueJ//,  all x~M, Eq. (3.1) has a (unique) solution 
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~o(t, x, u), defined for all t e R with q~(0, x, u ) =  x. In order to keep some 
notation simple, we assume that the distribution A ~e, generated by the Lie 
algebra ~ = ~ r  + Z uiXi, (u~) ~ U}, is integrable, i.e., 
dimAse(x)=d for all x e M  (H) 
The positive orbits of (3.1) at time t ~> 0 are defined as 
(9 + (x) = { y e M, there exists u s q / such  that y = ~o (t, x, u) } 
and the reachable set from x ~ M using controls in q / i s  
(9+(x)= U (9,+(x) 
t>~O 
Similarly the negative orbit for t >/0 is 
(9 ~ (x) = { y e 34, there exists u e ~" such that x = qo(t, y, u) } 
and 
r U OF(x) 
t~>O 
While (H) implies that i n t ( 9 §  and int O - ( x ) # ~  for all x ~ M ,  
this does not mean that system (3.1) is completely controllable on M [i.e., 
(9+(x)= M].  Therefore, we define the sets in which (3.1) can actually be 
controlled (compare Ref. 1). 
3.1. Definition. A set D c M  is called a control set of (3.1), if 
(i) D c (9 + (x) for all x e D, (ii) for every x e D there is u s ~ such that the 
corresponding trajectory of (3.1) satisfies q~(t, x, u )eD for all t E ~, and 
(iii) D is maximal (w.r.t. set inclusion) with properties (i) and (ii). 
3.2. Remark. The definition of control sets given above differs in two 
points from the one used, e.g., in Refs. 1 and 6. First, measurable controls 
instead of piecewise constant ones are employed. This does not matter, 
since only approximate controllability is involved. The second, more 
important change is the addition of condition (ii) which implies that con- 
trol sets must be viable in the sense of J. P. Aubin. If assumption (H) holds, 
every maximal set satisfying (i) and having nonvoid interior also satisfies 
(ii). This follows from the properties indicated in the following remark. 
3.3. Remark. Under assumption (H) we have exact controllability if 
int D r ~ ,  i.e., (9 + (x) ~ int D for all x ~ D, and int D = D. Control sets are 
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pairwise disjoint and, in general, neither open nor closed. If M is compact, 
there are at least one closed and one open control set D in M. Compare 
for these results, e.g., Ref. 6. 
To the control system (3.1) we associate a control flow in the 
following way: 
~b: N x ~# x M ~  r M, O( t ,u , x )=(O( t , u ) , q ) ( t , x , u ) )  (3.2) 
where 0 is the shift discussed in Section 2, and cp(t, x, u) is the trajectory of 
(3.1), corresponding to u and x. Note that ~b is a flow, because 
~bt+ s = ~b,o ~bs, and so is the shift on o//by Lemma 2.4. The M-component, 
however, satisfies qo(t + s, x, u) = ~o(t, ~o(s, x, u), O(s, u)), i.e., ~b is a skew- 
product flow. 
3.4. Lemma. The f low q} defines a continuous dynamical system on 
Cll x M. 
Proof. According to the remarks above, all we have to show is the 
continuity of ~b. But this follows from Lemma 2.4 above and Gronwall's 
lemma; compare Ref. 6, proof of Lemma 3.4. [] 
Over the control sets of (3.1) the dynamical system (3.2) shares all the 
properties of the shift space as discussed in Section 2. To be more precise, 
we lift control sets D c M with nonvoid interior to the set q /x  M and 
define 
~ = c l { ( u , x ) ~ x M ,  q ~ ( t , x , u ) e i n t D f o r a l l t ~ R }  (3.3) 
where the closure is taken with respect to the weak* topology in q /and  the 
given topology on M. Observe that ~ as well a s  { ( u , x ) s ~  
~0(t, x, u )e in t  D for all t e  ~q} are invariant under ~b, and if D is bounded 
in the metric given by the Riemannian structure on M, then ~ is compact. 
3.5. Proposition. Let D be a control set o f  (3.1) with int D ~ ;25, and 
define ~ c Oll x M aceording to (3.3). Then 
(i) the periodic points o f  ~ are dense in ~ ,  
(ii) ~bl. ~ is topologically mixing and transitive, and 
(iii) (~12 has sensitive dependence on initial conditions. 
Proof. (i) It suffices to show that each ( u , x ) ~ N  with 
(p(t, x, u ) e i n t D  for all t e N can be approximated by periodic points. 
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Pick (u, x) and let W= (Vx N ) ~  ~,  N c  M, Vc  0g, be a neighborhood of 
(u, x). We may assume that V has the form 
{veql, f (u(t)-v(t),xi(t))dt <efori=l,...,k} with x ieL l (R ,R  m) 
There exists T> 0 such that for i = 1,..., k, 
f~i[-r,r] [x~(t)] dt < - -  diam U 
By assumption on (u,x), 9(-T,x ,u)  and q~(T,x,u)eintD, hence, by 
exact controllability in int D, there are Tt > 0 and u~ q/with 
 o(T, x,  u), u ~ = T, x, u) 
Define 
u,,(O = [uO( t_  
te  I - T ,  T] 
t e (T, T+  T~) 
and extend Up to a (2T+ Tl)-periodic function on ~. The corresponding 
trajectory r x, u) is also periodic with period 2T+ T1 and contained in 
int D by maximality of control sets. Thus (Up, x) is a ~b-peri6dic point in ~.  
Furthermore, for i = 1 ..... k, 
I f  (u(t)-~p(t),xi(t))dt ~<diamU.f  Ixi(t)[dt<e R R \ [  T,T] 
i.e., Up e V and thus (Up, x) e W. 
Note that this even shows that all points in int D are on some periodic 
trajectory of r 
(ii) We have to show that for every pair W1, I4/2 of open sets in @, 
there exist Toe ~ and T1 >0  such that for all ne ~, O(-nT1 + To, W2)c7 
W I # ~ .  By (i) the periodic points are dense in ~,  hence there are 
(uj, xj) e Wj with (uj, ~p(., xj, uj)) tj-periodic for some tj> 0, j =  1, 2. It suf- 
fices again to take Wj of the form Wj=(VjxNj)n@, with ~o(t, xj, uj)e 
intD for all teR, Nj= {yeM, d(xj, y)<~},  and 
Vj= {veq/., fR (uj(v)-v('r), yo.(z))d~ <e} for j =  1,2 
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There is T > 0 such that for j -= 1, 2, i = 1,..., kj 
fR [ yi('c)] d ' c < - -  \E- r,v~ diam U 
We may assume that t~, t 2 > T. Furthermore, ~o(t, xj, uj) s int D for all t ~ 
implies that there exists t o > 0  and Vo~q/with O(to, x2, Vo)=X~. Now fix 
n e N. Define vn e # / through 
(Ul(~) 
v . ( r )  = ~Vo(Z + ntl  + to) 
[Uz(Z + ntl  + to) 
Then v, e V~, because 
r e  [ - n t l ,  ~ )  
r e  [ - n t l  - to, - n t l )  
z e ( - ~ ,  - n h - t o )  
~ ( u l ( z ) - v . ( z ) , y i l ( z ) ) &  ~<diamU.f~ [y / l (~) f&<~ 
\[--tl,tz] 
Furthermore, ~o(t, xl ,  v.)=q~(t, Xl, gl) for t>>. - n t l  and ~o(t, xl ,  v . )=  
q~(t + nt l  + to, x2, u2) for t < - n t l  - to, Therefore ~o(t, x~, vn) e int D for 
all t ~ R  and thus (vn, x ~ ) e W ~ .  On the other hand, observe that 
q ~ ( - n t l  - t o -  t2, Xl, v.) = x2 and v n ( - n t l  - to - t2 + v) = Uz(Z - t2) = u2(z) 
for r < t2. Hence for all i = 1 ..... k2 
f (u2(~) - v ~ ( - n t  1 - to - tz + r), Y i2(~))  & 
= ( u 2 ( z ) - v n ( - n t l - t o - t 2 + z ) ,  yi2(z)) dz 
2 
ft ~ 
~<diam U. lYe2(z)[ & 
2 
Thus 
r  -- (to + t2), vn, x l )  
= ( v . ( - - n t l - -  (to + t2) + .), q~(--nt 1 -  ( t o +  t2), Xl, v.)) 
= (0( --ntl  -- (to + t2), v.), x2) e W2 
(iii) In order to prove sensitive dependence on initial conditions, we 
need a metric on q/•  M. Any p-metric dp (p e (0, ~ ] ) on the product space 
865/5/3-8 
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with respect to &u, dM, where dou is the metric defined in (2.1) and dM is 
any Riemannian metric on M, yields immediately: If &u(O(t, u), O(t, v)) >13, 
then dp(~b(t, u, x), ~b(t, v, x)) >~ 3.  9 
The following two lemmas present partial converses to Proposi- 
tion 3.5. 
3.6. Lemma. Let (u, x ) ~ l l  x M be a O-periodic point. Then there 
exists a control set D c M such that x ~ D. 
The proof follows immediately from the definitions. We will discuss 
similar relations with respect to recurrence and invariant measures in 
Sections 4 and 5. 
3.7. Lemma. Let W c ql • M be a closed, invariant set, such that OI w 
is topologically mixing. Then there exists a control set D ~ M with 
rrM W =  {x e M, there exists u e ql with (u, x) ~ W} c D 
Proof. We have to show that for all x, y e nM W, there exists u e q/ 
with ~o(tk, x, u) ~ y for a sequence t~ ~ ~ .  By assumption on W there are, 
for every e > 0, arbitrarily large tk > 0 with d(cp(tk, x, u), y) < ~.  9 
The following main result of this section shows that there is a one-to- 
one correspondence between control sets of (3.1) in M and maximal 
topologically mixing sets in q/•  M. 
3.8. Definition. Let (S, ~) be a dynamical system and W c S  a 
closed, ~-invariant set such that ~blw is topologically mixing. Then W is 
called a maximal topologically mixing set, if every closed, ~-invariant set 
W' = W with ~Ol re, topologically mixing, satisfies W' = W. 
3.9. Theorem. Assume that ( H)  holds. Let ~ ~ ql • M with 
int ~zM~ r ~ ,  where ~ := { x e M ,  there exists u e q l  with ( u , x ) e ~ ) .  
Then @ is maximal topologically mixing i f f  there exists a control set D 
such that ~ is o f  the form (3.3). 
In this case D is unique and 
int D = int ~ t ~  and cl D = ~ t ~  (3.4) 
Proof. The set 9 ,  defined by (3.3), is topologically mixing by 
Proposition 3.5. To prove the first assertion of (3.4), note that D = int D, 
and by the proof of Proposition 3.5(i), we have: For each x e int  D there 
exists a u~ ~ such that ~0(., x, u) is periodic and contained in int D. The 
second statement of (3.4) follows from (3.3). 
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It remains to prove maximality of N: If 9 '  = ~ is topologically mixing, 
then there exists (u, x)E 9 '  with co(u, x ) =  @' (see, e.g., Ref. 19, Proposi- 
tion 1.11.4). Thus there is a to ~ N such that (p(t, x, u) ~ int D for all t ~> to. 
Since y := ~O(to, x, u) e int D, there exists v e ~//with ~o(t, y, v) ~ int D for all 
t < 0. Define 
~u(t) t >>. to 
u~ = t v ( t  + to) t < to 
then (u ~ y) e 9 ,  (p(t, y, u ~ e int D for all t e N, and co(u ~ y) = co(u, x) = N'. 
Thus 9 ' =  co(u ~ y ) c  9 ,  because ~ is closed, and hence 9 is maximal. 
To prove the "only if" statement, let 9 be a maximal topologically 
mixing set with int zcM9 ~ ~ .  We first show that for xl ,  x2 e int ~MN there 
are u e ~//and t > 0 with ~0(t, xl ,  u) = x2: Let y~ ~ int (9 + (Xl) n i n t  ~M9 and 
Y2 ~ int (9 - ( x j  c~ int zcMg. 
Consider neighborhoods V~ of Yl and V2 of Y2 with V1 t i n t  (9+(xx) 
and Vzc in t  (9-(x2). Since 9 is also topologically transitive, there exists 
(u, x) with co(u, x) = N. Thus a point in V2 can be reached from a point in 
V~, and hence x2 can be reached from Xl as claimed. This implies that 
there is a control set D with int zrM9 t i n t  D. As in (3.3), D can be lifted 
to a maximal topologically mixing set ~.  We claim that ~ ~ 9 ;  then maxi- 
mality of ~ proves 9 = ~ as desired. Since co(u, x ) =  9 and int ~M9 c 
int D = i n t  rcM~, one finds as in (i), (u ~ y ) e ~  with co(u ~ y ) = 9 .  Now 
invariance of ~ implies ~ c 9 .  [] 
Actually the proof given above only uses topological transitivity. 
Therefore one obtains another dynamical systems interpretation of control 
sets. 
3.I0. Corollary. Control sets D c M of  (3.1) with int D # ;2~ uniquely 
correspond to maximal topologically transitive sets 9 with int ~M9 # 
via (3.3). 
Theorem 3.9 and its corollary show, in particular, that the maximal 
topologically transitive and the maximal topologically mixing sets of the 
dynamical system (3.2) coincide and that they are already characterized by 
the control property of the control system (3.1) on M. One therefore 
obtains the following. 
3.11. Corollary. Assume that (H)  holds. Then the following 
statements are equivalent." 
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(i) The control system (3.1) is completely controllable on M. 
(ii) The dynamical system (ql • M, r defined by (3.2), is topologi- 
cally mixing. 
(iii) The dynamical system (ql • M, (J) is topologically transitive. 
4. RECURRENCE AND CHAIN RECURRENCE, CONTROL SETS, 
AND CHAIN CONTROL SETS 
In this section we analyze recurrence and chain recurrence of the shift 
space (q/, 0) from Section 2 and of the dynamical system (3.2). It will turn 
out that the M-component of recurrent points of (q/x M, ~b) can be charac- 
terized via control sets D c M, but conversely, for a control set D the lift 
to N c q /x  M is, in general, not recurrent. For the more general concept of 
chain recurrence and associated chain control sets, however, we obtain that 
the components of the chain recurrent set are the lifts of chain control sets. 
4.1. Definition. Let (S , r  be a dynamical system. A point x ~ S  is 
said to be recurrent if x  9 co(x), the co-limit set of x under ft. (S, qJ) is called 
recurrent, if all x  9 S are recurrent. 
For the dynamical system (3.2) we have seen in Section 3: If D c M is 
a control set of the control system (3.1) with int D r  then there exists 
(u, x )  9  ~ such that co(u, x ) =  ~ [proof of Theorem 3.9(ii)]. Since ~bl~ is 
topologically transitive, this implies that there exists a residual subset 
of points (u, x ) ~  such that co(u,x)=@ (see, e.g., Ref. 19, Proposi- 
tion 1.11.4). Furthermore, the periodic, hence recurrent, points are dense in 
[Proposition 3.5(i)]. But since the shift 0 is not recurrent on q/, if U 
consists of more than one point, the dynamical system (9,  e ta )  is not 
recurrent: Take, e.g., the situation where the control system (3.1) is 
completely controllable, i.e., M =  D, but (q/x M, r is not recurrent, if U 
contains more than one point. 
We have however, the following characterization of the M-component 
of C-recurrent points: 
4.2. Lemma. A point x  9 M is an element o f  some control set D of  
(3.1) i f f  there exists u e ~ such that x  9 rtMCO(U, X), i.e., in particular, if  
(u, x)  is recurrent. 
Proof. Assume first that X 9 for some u  9  and pick 
y := ~p(t, x, u) for some t>O. Then y  9  and x  9  i.e., 
x and y are contained in the same control set. 
Vice versa, let x  9 D, some control set, and choose a sequence e, ~ O. 
We construct a control u: ~ ~ U in the following way: Denote by B(x, ~) 
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the open ball of radius e in M, centered at x. Since x e D, there exist 
x l e D ~ B ( x ,  el), t t > 0 ,  and u l e q /  such that q~(tl,X, Ul)=Xl.  Now 
x, xl E D, and hence there are x2 e D n B(x, e2), t2 > 0, and u2 e ~ such that 
~o(t2, x l ,  u2) = x2, etc., for all n ~ N. Define (with to = 0) 
( n~l ) (n~i i 1 u( t )=u,  t -  ti for t~ t;, ti 
i=0 i i~O 
and arbitrary for t~<0. We may choose (te) such that Z~=o t i=  ~ .  Then 
x e ~MO~(u, x).  9 
Note that, if the control system (3.1) is completely controllable on M, 
then for all x e M there exists u e r such that (u, x) e q /x  M is recurrent 
(even periodic). But the converse is not true in general, even under assump- 
tion (H) and for compact M, as the following example shows. 
4.3. Example. Consider the following control system on the projec- 
tive space P 1: 
2(0 = uo(t) cos(2x(t)) + ul(t)f~(x(t))  + u2(t)f2(x(t)), x 6 ~ rood 7r 
with U =  [0, 1] 3, where f l (x ) , f2 (x)  are C a such that 
A(x) 
A(x) 
>0 x~ , 
7~ 
= 0  x = -  
2 
>0 X~ , 
= 0  otherwise in [0, 7r) 
( =o  x = 0  
= 0  otherwise in [0, re) 
Then there are two control sets D 1 ----[0, TC/2], D 2 = (~/2, re). All points 
x ~  P\{0,  ~/2} are in the interior of some control set, and hence for these 
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x there exists u e q/, such that (u, x) is periodic, by the proof of Proposi- 
tion 3.5(i). For  x=0,~z/2 choose uo(t)=O, and (Ul(t), u2(t))e [0, 1] 2 
arbitrary but periodic. Then ~o(t, x, u )=x  for x = 0  or x=Tz/2. Hence for 
every x e  P~ there is u e q / s u c h  that (u, x) is ~b-recurrent. 
Recall that recurrence is related to invariant measures and their 
support, e.g., via Poincar6's recurrence theorem. We investigate their 
connection in Section 5. 
We have seen that, although the M-component of recurrent points can 
be characterized via control sets on M, these sets cannot be lifted to 
recurrent components in q /x  M because the shift space (q/, 0) is not 
recurrent. For  the more general concept of chain recurrence we do obtain 
a correspondence with chain control sets on M. 
4.4. Definition. Let (S, ~) be a dynamical system on a metric space 
(S, d). For  ~ > 0  and T > 0  an (e, T)-chain from x e S  to y e S  consists of a 
sequence x0,..., xk in S and a sequence t o ..... tk_l in ~ such that Xo=X, 
xk = y, tj >/T and 
d($(ti, xj),xj+l)<<.e for j =  0,..., k -  1 
For  X c  S define the chain-limit set by 
f2(X) = { y e S ,  for all e > 0 and all T>Othereexis tsxeXsuchthat  
there is an (e, T)-chain from x to y } 
and the chain-recurrent set as 
cg~= {xeS, xe  ~(x)} 
The dynamical system (S, ~) is called chain recurrent if S = cgN, and chain 
transitive, if y e s for all x, y e S. Recall that (S, ~) is chain transitive iff 
it is chain recurrent and S is connected, and for X closed, 12(X) is closed 
and invariant and contains co(x) for all x e X. 
4.5. Lemma. The shift (q/, 0) is chain transitive. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 the periodic points are dense in q/. Since peri- 
odic points are chain recurrent, and the chain recurrent set is closed (see, 
e.g., Ref. 10, II.6.A), it follows that (q/, 0) is chain recurrent. Because q / i s  
also connected, it is chain transitive.  9 
4.6. Definition. For  the control system (3.1) a set E ~ M  is called a 
chain control set, if 
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(i) for all x, y s E  and all e, T > 0 ,  there are k e  N, X=Xo,..., xk = y 
in M, to,..., tk_ 1 >/T, and Uo,..., uk_ a in o//with 
d(q)(ty, xj, u j ) ,Xj+l)<a for j = 0  ..... k - 1  (4.1) 
(ii) for all x e E  there exists u e ~ '  such that ( p ( t , x , u ) e E  for all 
t e N, and 
(iii) E is maximal with properties (i) and (ii). 
4.7. Lemma. Chain control sets are closed, connected, and pairwise 
disjoint. 
Proof. Closedness and connectedness follow directly from the defini- 
tion. To show disjointness, assume that xeE~c'~E 2, and pick yleE~, 
i =  1, 2. Then for all e > 0 ,  T > 0 ,  there exists k~eN, xo,...,x~,, Zo ..... zk~ in 
M, Uo,..., u~,_~, Vo,..., vka_~, and to,..., tk~_j, So,..., sk~_, t> T with Xo= y~, 
X k = X = Z  o, Zk2= Y2, and 
d(cp(tj, xj, u j ) ,X j+l )<e  for j =  0,..., k l -  1, 
d(q)(sj, zj, vj) ,zj+~)<e for j =  0,..., k 2 -  1, 
By maximality of chain control sets, we have E~ = E 2. II 
For  a chain control set E c  M, define [compare (3.3)] 






Let E c M be a chain control set. Then ~ c q[ x M as defined by 
(4.2) is a maximal invariant chain transitive set for the system 
(~,x M, ~). 
Let C c ql x M be a maximal invariant chain transitive set in 
( qZ x M, qb ). Then 7Z Mg is a chain control set. 
Proof. (i) Let (u,x),  ( v , y ) ~ g  and pick e > 0 ,  T > 0 .  Recall the 
definition of the metric d~ on oR given in (2.1) and choose N e  N large 
2 - "  ~/2 .  For  finitely many y~,..., yN~ enough such that Zn=X+l  < 
LJ(E, ~m), there exists i f '>0 such that 
[yi(T)l & <  for i =  1 ..... N (4.3) 
\ [  7-.~] 2 diam U 
Since the choice of T is independent of the x j, uj above, we can assume 
w.l.o.g, that T >  T. Chain controllability from q~(2T, x, u) ~ E to 
q ) ( - T , y , v ) e E  yields the existence of k e n  and x o ,x j , . . . , xkeM,  
Uo ..... uk_ i ~ og, to,..., tk_ 1 ~> T with x o = (p(2T, x, u), x~ = ~o( - T, y, v) and 
d(q)(tj, xj, uj), xj+~) < e for j =  0,,.., k -  1. 
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We now construct an (5, T)-chain from (u, x) to (v, y) in the following 
way: 
Let 
t 2 =  T, X _ z = X  , I ) - - 2 = U  
~u(t 2 + t ) ,  t<~t_l 
t _ l = T ,  x _ I = c p ( T , x , u ) ,  v l ( t ) = { u o ( t _ t _ l ) ,  t > t _ l  
the times to,..., tk_ ~ and the points Xo,..., xk are as above. Furthermore, set 
t k=T ,  xk+~=y,  Vk+l=V 
and define for j = 0,..., k - 2, 
( V j _ l ( t j _ l + t ) ,  t<~O 
vj(t) = ~uj(t), 0 < t < tj 
i i .uj+l(t_tf l ,  t > t j  
and 
Vk-z(tk 2+Q,  t~<0 
V k _ l ( t )  = ~ U k -  l(t), 0 < t < tk_ 1 
I kvk( t _ tk_ 1 -- T), t > tk_ 1 
. . (Vk_ l(t~_ 1 "~- t), t ~< 0 
vk~t~ = ~v(t - T), t > 0 
It is easily seen that 
(v_2, x_2), (v_i,  x_l),..., (Vk+l, Xk+l), and t_2, t_l,..., tk~ > r 
is an (5, T)-chain from (u, x) to (v, y) provided that for j = - 2 ,  - 1,..., k, 
d(vj(tj + .), vs+ 1) < e 
By choice of 7" and N, one has for all wl, w2 E q/, 
d(wl, w2) = ~ 2 - "  
](Wl--W2, Yn)l 
,=1 l + [ ( w l - w 2 ,  y , )[  
~< ~ 2 - n {  f~\[-:~,~'3 ( w l ( t ) - w z ( t ) '  Yn( t ) )d t  
+ - f  (w l ( t ) -Wz( t ) ,  yn(t))  dt +5  
r 
f ]wl(t)--w2(t)[ ly~(t)l dt < 5 +  m a x  
n=l , . . . ,N  --~l" 
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Hence it suffices to show that for all considered pairs of control 
functions the integrand in the integral above vanishes. This is immediate 
from the definition of vj, j = - 2  ..... k + 1. 
(ii) Let do be an invariant, chain transitive set in q /x  M. For  x E rc~tdo 
there exists u e q /such  that q~(t, x, u) ~ do for all t e N by invariance. Now let 
x, y E rcMdo and choose e > 0, T >  0. Then by chain transitivity of do, we can 
choose xs, us, t s such that (4.1) holds. 
The proof of (i) and (ii) is concluded by the observation that E is 
maximal iff d o is maximal.  9 
4.9. Remark. Theorem4.8 identifies the lifted chain control sets 
d o c ~'  x M as the components of the chain recurrent set cgN c ~, x M. On 
the other hand, cgN = 0 { A  w A*, A is an attractor of (~# x M, ~b) and A* 
its complementary repeller}; see Conley (10), II.6.2. This leads to a charac- 
terization of the do's as the Morse sets of (~' x M, ~b), where Morse sets are 
intersections of attractors and repellers; see Conley (10), II.7. This relation 
between chain control sets in M and (finest) Morse decompositions in 
~'  x M is investigated in Ref. 7 for flows on vector bundles. 
Theorems 3.9 and 4.8 suggest to find conditions under which control 
sets (or their closures) coincide with chain control sets. Note that for each 
control set D c M, there exists a unique chain control set E c M such that 
/)  c E. But if D1, D2 are control sets with D1 o D2 ~ ~ ,  then there is one 
chain control set E with D1 w O 2 c E, i.e., in general the closures of control 
sets need not be chain control sets. 
For  general nonlinear control systems and their control sets, little can 
be said about  this problem in terms of orbits and control properties. In 
terms of chain orbits we have the following, almost trivial observation: Let 
D be a control set; then Z5 is a chain control set iff g2(~)c7 ~ * ( ~ ) =  ~ ,  
where g?*(X) is defined as g?(X) in Definition 4.4, but backward in time 
[compare  also Conley (10), II.6]. For  specific classes of control systems 
one can be more precise; compare, e.g., Ref. 7 for control systems on 
projective spaces, associated with linear semigroups. 
Note that under assumption (H) a control set D is closed iff D is 
invariant, i.e., ( 9+ (x )= /~  for all x e D .  Then invariant control sets have 
nonvoid interior, and on a compact  manifold M the control system (3.1) 
has at least one invariant control set C. Closed control sets C are chain 
control sets, if each x E6C has a neighborhood N ( x )  such that for all 
y ~ N ( x )  and all u e q/, there exists t >~ 0 such that (p(t, y, u) s C, i.e., if C is 
isolated (compare the definition of isolated sets for flows in Ref. 10. 
The following examples show that several control sets, even with 
nonvoid interior, can be contained in one chain control set and that chain 
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control sets may contain points which are in no control set, if the control 
sets are not isolated. 
4.10. Example. On the circle ~1 consider the control system 
~(t) = - s i n  2 x( t )  + a cos 2 x(t)  - u(t) cos 2 x(t),  x E ~ mod 2n 
with a > 0 and U =  [A, a ]  c ~. Arnold and Kliemann (1) have described a 
general procedure to compute control sets for systems with one-dimen- 
sional state space. As a consequence we obtain for this example: There are 
four control sets D1 = [0, arctan(a - A ) m ] ,  D 2 = ( g  - -  arctan(a - A) 1/2, re), 
D3 = D~ + re, D 4 = D 2 + re. There is, however, exactly one chain control set 
E =  ~1. Note that D, c~ D44 r ~ ,  D---~ c~ D3 ~ ~ ,  and points in ~1\(U4= 1 D-~.) 
~ are contained in no control set, but in E. 
4.11. Example. Again on 5 1 consider the control system 
2(t) =  89 sin 2x(t) + Ul(t)[-cos 2 x(t)  - sin 2 x( t ) ]  
- Uz(t) sin 2x(t), x E ~ mod 2~ 
with U =  [0~ 1] = 2 x [ 89 1]. The control sets are in this case D1 [zr/4, ~/2], 
D2 = (3~/4, ~), D3 =D1 +re, D 4 = D 2 + r c ,  and D ~ =  {e}, e e 5 1 \ ( U 4 = l  Di). 
Note that int D i e  ~ for i =  1 ..... 4 and Dic~Dj=f f5  for i r  i , j ~  { 1,..., 4}. 
But the only chain control set is E = 51. 
5. I N V A R I A N T  MEASURES OF ( q / x  M, ~b) AND T H E I R  S U P P O R T  
Assume from now on that M is compact. This condition is not really 
needed for all of the results that follow, but for existence results of invariant 
measures one needs some form of tightness (in order to have weak limits 
of certain families of probability measures), and the most convenient way 
to assure this is the hypothesis of compactness for M. First we characterize 
the ~b-invariant measures. 
5.1. Definition. Let (S, 0) be a dynamical system. A probability 
measure/~ on S is called O-invariant, if ~ , # = #  for all tEN. We denote 
Jt'~ = {/~ probability measure on S, /~ is 0-invariant}. 
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5.2. Proposition. A probability measure I~ on q[ x M is (~-invariant iff  
I~ is of  the form 
~(&, dx) = m(dx) p(au) 
where p ~ dd o and ~o(t, ., u) #u = #o,u p-a.s, for t ~ ~. 
Proof. This follows from Crauel (11), Lemma 2; we include the proof 
for the sake of completeness. Note first that the ~-component  of r (i.e., the 
shift 0) is decoupled, and thus we can consider it separately. If # 
is ~b-invariant, then its marginal ~z,# on q/ is 0-invariant. Every # 
desintegrates as tz(du, dx) = #,(dx)  p(du), where p = ~u#  [cf. G~tnssler and 
Stute (17); Satz 5.3.2.1]. If fi~ denotes the desintegration of ~bt# with respect 
to p = g~u/~, and p is 0-invariant, then 
~u=~O(-t ,  . , u ) - l  #o_,~ [] 
For information on the support of kt ~ Mo we will use the Krylov- 
Bogolyubov construction. This requires some additional results on co-limit 
sets of r 
5.3. Lemma. 
(i) For all (u, x ) ~ q l  x M the limit sets co(u, x) are connected, 
compact, and ~-invariant, hence they contain minimal ~-invariant 
sets. 
(ii) For all (u, x) ~ q / x  M there exists a control set D of  (3.1) such 
that :zMco(u, x) c~ D r ~ .  
(iii) For all (u, x) ~ q{ x M there exists a chain control set E of  (3.1) 
such that rcMco(u, x) ~ E. 
(iv) Let W c  ql x M be a minimal, (~-invariant set; then there exists a 
control set D of  (3.1) such that 7rM W c  D. 
(v) Let D ~ M  be a control set of  (3.1); then for any y E D  there 
exists (u, x) ~ q.I x M such that y ~ ~Mco(u, x). 
Proof. (i) Is a standard property of dynamical systems. 
(iii) Follows immediately from the definitions. 
(iv) Each trajectory {(~t(u, x), t>>.O) in a minimal, ~b-invariant set W 
is dense in W. Now take xl ,  x2 ~ rcM W, i.e., there exist ul, u2 ~ q /such  that 
(u,, xl), (u2, x2) ~ W. Then for each e > 0 there exist T1, T2 > 0 such that 
dM(cp(T1, x l ,  ul), Xz)<e and d~(~o(T2, x2, u2), Xl)<e ,  i.e., xl and x2 are 
in one control slet of (3.1). 
(ii) Is an immediate consequence of (i) and (iv). 
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(v) If D consists of a single point, the result is obvious. In the other 
case, fix y ~/3 and consider a positive sequence e~ ~ 0. Pick x e D; then 
there exist Ule~ and t l > 0  such that dM(CP(tl, X,U~),y)<e~, and 
(p(tl,X, Ul)=:Xl~D.  For x~ there are U z e ~  and t 2 > 0  with 
dM(q)(t2, x~, u2), y) < e2, and q)(t2, Xl, u2) =: x2 ~ D, etc. Now define a 
control, 
u(t) = uk ti 
1 
for t ~ t i ,  t i 
i 1 i = l  
where we can assume, as in the proof of Lemma 4.2, that Z t~ ~ oo. Then 
the point (u, x) ~ ag x M satisfies y ~ nMco(U, X) by construction.  9 
5.4. Remark.  
(i) If the control set D c M  satisfies i n t D ~ ,  then for any 
x s int D, there is a minimal invariant set W c  0//x M with 
X~zcMW: Just pick a periodic control function u~q/  with 
periodic solution q~(-, x, u ) c i n t  D; see the proof of Proposi- 
tion 3.5(i). 
(ii) While all points in control sets of (3.1) correspond to some 
co-limit set by Lemma 5.3(v), this need not be true for points in 
chain control sets: Consider Example 4.10. There all points in 
5 1 \ ( I ) 4 = 1 ~ )  are contained in the chain con,trol set E = 5 1 ,  but 
they cannot belong to any projection of an co-limit set co(u, x) c 
Y/xM.  
Now we can construct ~b-invariant probability measures on q /x  M via 
i 
the Krylov-Bogolyubov device, i.e., for (u, x) e ql x M consider the Cesaro 
limits for sequences tk --* oe 
lim F(O~(u), q)(z, x, u)) dz = F(v, y) d#u.x (5.1) 
tk ~ c ~  t k  0 x M  
for all F e  C(~# x M, E), the continuous functions from 0g x M i n t o  ~. The 
following properties of the probability measures/~u.x are well-known; e.g., 
Ref. 19, Chapter II.6. 
(a) ~'0 and ~'~ are nonempty. 
(b) Define 
_r~ = {(u, x) E ~  x M, #u,x as defined in (5.1) is ergodic } 
X~ = {(u, x) ~ X~, (u, x) ~ supp #~,~} 
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(c) 
then Z~ r ~ ,  and Z~ has total measure with respect to ~ r  i.e., 
#(Z~)c= 0 for all # e J{~. Here supp # stands for the support of 
the measure #, and A ~ denotes the complement of the set A. 
Each #eJgr  has an ergodic decomposition: Each F~ 
LI(q /x  M, #) is #,,x-integrable for #-almost all (u, x) e Z'~ and 
According to (a)-(c), if we want to characterize the points that can 
belong to the support of some # e ride, it suffices to characterize the set L'~. 
5.5. Theorem. 
(i) For all (u, x) ~ sll x M we have supp Pu, x ~ co(u, x). 
(ii) For all (u, x) ~ og x M there exists F c  supp #u,~ with #u, x F =  1, 
such that for all (v, y ) e  F there is a control set D c M with 
cp(t, y, v) c D n ZCMCO(U, X), for all t >10. 
(iii) I f  (u, x) ~ xer then there exists a (unique) control set D = M 
such that for #u,~-almost all (v, y), we have q)(., y, v ) ~  D, i.e., 
supp #~,x ~ ~ +, with 
~ +  =cl{(u, x)eSll  x M, rp(t,x, u ) ~ O  for all t>~O} (5.2) 
compare (3.3). 
(iv) Let D c M  be a control set with intD#(2~. Then for each 
x ~ int D there exists u e ~ll such that (u, x) ~ X'r 
Proof. (i) Let W c  ~' x M be a neighborhood of co(u, x); then there 
is a T >  0 such that r x) ~ W for all t/> T, i.e., supp #u,x ~ W. 
(ii) By Poincars recurrence theorem, for every (u, x) ~ J//x M, there 
is a set F c  0//x M with # x , , F =  1, such that for all (v, y) e F the trajectory 
{~b(t, v, y), t~>0} is recurrent; see, e.g., Ref. 19, Theorem [2.3. By (i) we can 
assume that F =  co(u, x). But then the trajectory q~(., y, v) on M is con- 
tained in some control set D: For all t > 0 we have ~0(t, y, v)e (9 + (y) and 
ye(9+(~o(t ,y ,v))  by recurrence. Since co(u,x) is qMnvariant, we have 
(p(t, y, v) c D c~ ~MCO(U, X) for all t ~> 0. 
(iii) Recall that # is ergodic, if all r sets have #-measure 1 
or 0. Therefore for #u,x-almost all (v, y) we have co(v, y ) =  supp # . . . .  and 
supp #u.x is a minimal set. Thus the control set, constructed in (ii), is the 
same for all (v, y) with co(v, y ) =  supp #,,x. 
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(iv) For x e i n t D  we construct ue~// as in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 3.5(i) such that ~bt(u, x) has minimal period T > 0 ,  i.e., ~0(t, x, u) C x  for 
all t~(0,  T). The trajectory {~b,(u,x), t e E }  determines an invariant 
measure Pu, x in the following way: Desintegrate #u,x according to Proposi- 
tion 5.2 as #u,z(dv, dy)= #v(dy)p(dv), where p is the uniform distribution 
on {O~u, t ~ [ 0 ,  T)}. Denote by Pt={q~(z,q~(t,x,u),O,u), z~[-0, T ) } =  
int D c M the T-periodic trajectory of 
~(t) = Xo(x(t)) + ~ ui(t + .) Xg(x(t)) =: Y(x(t)) 
i = 1  
with initial value q~(t, x, u), t~ [-0, T). Define /~0,, to be the occupation 
measure on P~; its density is given by 1/] Y(z)[, for z~ P,. Then by con- 
struction (u, x) ~ supp #~,~ and #~,~ is ergodic, because for any ~b-invariant 
set W c  0?/x M, we have either/~,,~ W =  1 (iff (u, x) ~ W) or /~ ,x  W =  0 (iff 
(u, x) r w). 
If u e 0//is constant, or (p(t, x, u) is constant, define the corresponding 
measures as the Dirac measures at this point. 
Note that these constructions lead to product measures p,,~(dv, dy)= 
#(dy) p(dv).  9 
By Poincar~'s recurrence theorem we know that supp # c ~ ~ ~ • M 
for all ~ ~ M~, where ~ denotes the set of ~-recurrent points. But for 
general dynamical systems, it is not true that ~ = c l { U u ~ ,  supp #}; see, 
e.g., Nemitsky and Stepanov (20), Section VI.3. For dynamical systems 
of the form (3.2) we obtain the following from Lemma4.2 and 
Theorem 5.5(iii). 
5.6. Corollary. Denote by (g= U { ~  +, D is a control set of (3.1)} the 
union of all lifts of control sets as defined by (5.2). Then we have 
~ c c g ,  U {supp #, # E J//~} ~c~ 
Furthermore, if the control sets have nonvoid interior, we obtain the 
following for the M-components by Lemma 4.2, and Theorem 5.5(iv). 
5.7. Corollary. Assume that int D r ;~5 for all control sets D ~ M of 
(3.1). Then 
cl U {D, D is a control set} =nM cl U {supp p ....  (U, X) ~ 27~ } 
= g~t cl U {supp #,/~ ~ M~} 
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5.8. Remark. Let dim M =  1. The assumption (H) implies that all 
boundary points of control sets are steady states for some constant control 
u ~ ~ .  Hence in this case 
U D = ~ M  N = n M  ~ supp# . , x=~M ~ supp/~ 
(u , x )  ~ ZS~ I~ ~ M4 
For dim M/> 2, however, there may be points in ~D that are in no support 
of any projected invariant measure. 
5.9. Remark. If all x ~ M are in the support of some ~b-invariant 
measure, i.e., if M =  ~M 0,~M~ supp ~t, then system (3.1) is not necessarily 
completely controllable on M; compare Example 4.3. But in this case, M is 
one chain control set by Theorem 4.8. 
Of course, invariant measures of the dynamical system (~' • M, q~) are 
in general not unique, if U contains more than one point. In fact, the same 
u ~  can lead to different q~-invariant measures [e.g., if (3.1) has several 
rest points corresponding to u s U], and the same x ~ M can be in the sup- 
port (or can even coincide with the support) of several projected invariant 
measures. The question of uniqueness is more interesting, if one restricts 
the class of invariant measures. For  stochastic systems, e.g., one assumes 
that a 0-invariant (and ergodic) measure p is given for (~,  0), and one 
looks, e.g., f o r  (unique) q~-invariant measures corresponding to Markov 
processes, diffusion processes, etc., whose marginal on q / i s  p. We refer to 
Crauel (12), Colonius and Kliemann (9), Kliemann (18), and Arnold and 
Kliemann (2) for some results in this direction. 
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